
MANN Air Filters
State-of-the-art technology for optimum engine protection.
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MANN Air Filters: Reliable technology
for the best protection

The benefits of MANN 
Air Filters:

• reliability throughout the
whole service interval

• optimum dirt separation
efficiency

• low flow resistance
• permanently 100 % 

leakproof
• specially embossed

paper for good pleat 
stability

• special impregnation 
prevents water ab-
sorption

Clean intake air is essential for problem-free driving.
However, pollutants such as  particles, soot, fine dust etc.
are taken in with the air. The result: dirt particles get into
the combustion chamber, causing grooves and premature
wear on the engine. Electronic components, such as 
sensors which are located between the intake and the
combustion chamber are impaired in their function or
even destroyed.

MANN air filters ensure reliable protection
Modern MANN filter media for air filters demonstrate particu-
larly high mechanical stability. They filter the intake air effi-
ciently and reliably. This allows optimum composition of the
air/fuel mix and ensures consistent engine performance. With
high-quality air filters, fuel consumption is reduced by 3 – 4 %,
if the filter is changed regularly.

Multifaceted talent: Functions of MANN air filters
MANN air filters perform many important functions. They filter
harmful particles such as dust, pollen, sand, soot or even drops
of water out of the intake air. They ensure that only clean air
gets into the combustion chamber. In addition, MANN air filters
prevent damage caused in various ways to electronic compo-
nents such as for example, highly delicate sensors (air flow
meters). MANN air filters have other important functions: they
reduce intake noise, balance the air flowing towards the air flow
meter and seal off adjacent components. MANN-FILTER is 
setting new standards for the air filtration of the future with its
air filter solutions.
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MANN-FILTER is developing
innovative air filters which fit
the installation location exact-
ly in form and function. Air 
filters do not always need to
be rectangular. Where the
installation conditions make it
necessary, alternative models

are available (trapezium-sha-
ped, oval-conical filters etc).
One example of optimum uti-
lisation of the space available
is the MANN air filter with
stepped pleats. The stepped
arrangement significantly
increases the filter surface

and improves filtration capa-
city. The air filter with a hole
for bracing a hood and hou-
sing also demonstrates
MANN+HUMMEL’s ingenious
technology. The fixing mand-
rel for the cover hood goes
through the element. 

MANN-FILTER offers a huge
range of products, with hun-
dreds of shapes and sizes.
All of them are of the same
high quality.

Oval-conical filter Air filter with fixing holeAir filter with stepped bellows Trapezium air filter

MANN Air Filter shapes

Extensive technology, more and more components and 
subassemblies, new legislation to meet increasing safety 
and comfort requirements as well as developments in
engine design have resulted in a constant reduction 
in space for installation. Modern air filter systems must 
therefore be more compact to meet the increasing 
requirements.

As filtration technology
has to meet increasingly
stringent demands, more
and more air filters now
contain synthetic fibre filter
media. The automotive
industry demands impro-
ved filtration efficiency,
more compact design,
higher dust capacity and
longer service intervals.
The non-woven filter media
developed by MANN+HUM-
MEL is entirely made up of
polyester fibres between 5
and 22 microns in diameter.

It has a gradient structure,
with the width of the fibres
increasing towards the clean
air side. This structure provi-
des higher dust capacity,
compared with conventional
paper media. Dust particles
are absorbed throughout 
the whole fleece (“deep bed
filtration”); with paper filters,
on the other hand, contami-
nants are mainly trapped on
the flow side. The non-woven
filter media MICROGRADE N
achieves up to 50 % higher
dust capacity, compared with

cellulose-based filters of the
same size. The filter also
takes up to 30 % less space
without any reduction in 
service life.

Compared with a standard paper
element, an air filter element with
Micrograde N filter media takes
up approximately 30 % less
space, with the same service 
life and filtration efficiency. 

Micrograde N – High performance air filter 
non-woven



The new PicoFlex® air 
cleaner developed by
MANN+HUMMEL meets 
the current and future
requirements for greater 
air throughput within more
restricted installation
space and offers the ideal
solution for demanding
applications.

PicoFlex®: An intelligent solution

Advantages at a glance:
• smaller installation space

required through compact
design

• long filter service life
through highly efficient
multi-cyclone block pre-
cleaner and CompacPlus®

compact element with
patent pending

• optimum reliability through
filter element with axial seal
and additional secondary
element with radial seal

• extremely service-friendly
with side access to the filter
element, removal of the air
pipes is not required

• inline air flow provides
more flexibility with in-
stallation

• easy monitoring of dirt
accumulation level through
integrated connection for
service switch 

• multi-cyclone block easy 
to clean through a central
fixing screw

• environmentally friendly dis-
posal with metal-free filter
elements (fully incinerable)

• problem-free fitting to diffe-
rent units through variable
installation positions

• quick first-fit with various
fixing options

You can order more product
brochures, catalogues (also on
CD-ROM), a cross-reference
list and a dimension table
under www.mann-filter.com
or by telephone. Or you can
use our internet catalogue.

MANN PicoFlex®

MANN+HUMMEL GMBH, Automotive Aftermarket, 71631 Ludwigsburg, Germany
Customer Service Center, Germany: Tel. +49 (71 41) 98-25 50, Fax +49 (71 41) 98-25 58

Other countries: Tel. +49 (71 41) 98-28 80, Fax +49 (71 41) 98-25 58
E-Mail: customer-service@mann-hummel.com, Internet: www.mann-filter.com
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